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THE FINEST QUALITY SWEEPING Ni 0PS AVAIIABLE Bruske Sweep-
ing Mops are designed to do any sweeping job on all smooth surfaces
Ihey're premium quality sweepin0 mops made 0f the finest cotton yarn

available leaturing pre-shrunk canvas backings that fit quickly and easily
into place on sturdy metal f rames

BRUSKE S TRIANGULAR SHAPE C0TT0N SWEEPING M0P.. is ideal for

any 0r all light duty cleaning sjtuations, especially on smooth surfaces This

uniquely shaped sweeping mop is designed to {it into corners and around
furniture legs with special ease, Ihis Bruske Sweeping Mop is made of

100% clean white cotton yarn and comes with a preshrunk canvas backing.

Model No. 1003 Triangular Shape Cotton Sweeping Mop

Model No. 9213 Chrome Plated Frame on 60" Hardwood Handle.

PIPE DUSTER...a versatile heavy-duty duster whrch can be used to

clean overhead pipes and hard{o-reach areas, The refill is launderable and

is made with a durable cotton yarn, The frame is contoured and plastic-

covered with a threaded end to f it threaded handles as well as our Mr. Long-
arm handles, 0rder refill frame, and handles separately Takes any standard
threaded handle.

Model No 1-920-1 Pipe Duster Refill

Model No 1-920-5 Frame with 54 Wood Handle

FRAME
941 I

BRUSKES KEYHOTE DESIGN COTION IIE STYLE SWEEPING MOP.
is made for heavy duty use. lt features the finest c0tt0n yarn available The

tie-on, pre-shrunk canvas backing slips on its metal frame quickly and eas-

ily This superb mop is ideal Jor use on any smooth surface for any dusting/
cleaning situation

Order #6045 60' hardwood handle with swivel connector or #6145 60"
fiberglass handle with swivel connector and appropriate size series #9400
3%' wide metal frame

Sweeping Mop Size 12" 18' 24' 36' 48' 60'

Bruske Model No 16512 16518 16524 16536 16548 16560

Frame Model No. 9412 9418 9424 9436 9448 9460
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Model No 9-109P-T Frame only for Pipe Dusier


